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You may have already figured out these reason for not 
committing plans for growing your law firm to paper...

You might not know enough...

You might not see clearly enough...

You might not believe enough...

You might not care enough to do the work.

 
This workbook requires you to physically write things down, 
to make the vision clear, to identify what you don’t know and 
commit yourself to what you believe.

(Adapted from Seth Godin’s “Ship It” available for free 
by conducting a simple internet search 

using his name and the book’s title)
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GROW YOUR SOLO 

L A W  F I R M
To $250,000, $500,000 and Even Past 7 Figures 

Without Kil l ing Yourself in the Process

HOW TO ETHICALLY,  
PROFESSIONALLY  

& RELIABLY
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8:30 am - 9:00 am Registration

10:50 am - 12:20 pm Your Money, Metrics & People

12:20 pm - 1:20 pm Break

1:20 pm - 2:50 pm Your Factory & Physical Plant

2:50 pm - 3:10 pm Break

3:20 pm - 5:00 pm Marketing Leads To Sales

9:00 am - 10:30 am

Everything You Need To Know To Build A Million 
Dollar Solo Law Firm...if that’s what you want to 

do...and help alot of clients along the way.

10:30 am - 10:50 am Break

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

LUNCH BREAK

AGENDA
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Compared to most other businesses, a law firm is a fairly-simple and straight-forward business 
to start and run at a profit.  The risks associated with running a profitable law firm and the 
working capital requirements are relatively low.  Qualified staff to help cope with growth are 
plentiful or else can be quickly-enough trained in most parts of the Country and will generally 
offer the thoughtful operator a good value for prevailing salaries or wages.  And few other 
businesses today benefit shareholders and clients alike, as much or as directly by actually 
exceeding (and not just meeting) applicable laws and rules of professional conduct, as a small 
law firm. 

This workbook is meant to be written-in.  

It’s meant to be carried around in your pocket and considered over a period of weeks.  It’s meant 
to wind-up with coffee stains, tear-drops and the marks of inspired perspiration owing to the 
important work to be    conducted in the pages that follow.  

But it is not necessarily meant to be shared with others.  

The work you put into these pages is for you.  So use this workbook to find your own answers to 
the most important questions you have about how your law firm is supposed to make a profit.

This workbook is not meant to take any of the the creativity out of the most important parts 
of being a lawyer. To the contrary, the exercises you will find in the pages that follow will help 
you tame the least important parts of being a lawyer.  So you can conserve your most creative 
energies as a lawyer, for the work that matters most!   

This workbook isn’t about telling you what your leadership personality or management style 
“should be” – you can have a unique style that is all your own, and still have a law firm, as 
successful as your plans call for it to be.  

Think of these pages as a safe place to contemplate and make plans for taking effective action 
– where you can focus “on” your business and where you will invest vs. spend your time to 
maximize profits for your firm and thereby, its clients and yourself. 

If your law firm is already successful, the exercises in this workbook will help you identify new 
opportunities for growth.  If your firm is not as successful as you’d like, it will help you identify 
where to focus to fix your firm.  

Most of all, this workbook is meant to be the starting point, not the end-point.  Use it to make 
a plan.  Then as quickly as you possibly can, put that plan into action.  Because every imperfect 
plan put quickly-enough into action for it to teach us a lesson that makes its way into the next 
tested-plan, and the next one after that...is far better than the far more common “perfect” plans 
too many lawyers carry around in their heads, but which never see the light of day.

INSTRUCTIONS
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Hi, I’m Rick  Ebbinghouse and I’m  from Indiana. 
The question you’re probably wondering is, “Is this program for real?”  and “Is 
it worth your money?” 

And the answer is, “Absolutely yes.” So I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it, 
and that’s why I’m doing it. 

I’m Tim Anderson, I’m from New Jersey.
I was extremely skeptical, when I was evaluating whether to jump into one 
of these programs.  I wish I had made my decision sooner.  It’s been, life 
changing, its been invaluable. I’ve learned how to revamp my law firm from 
the very bottom up and the program provides a ton of tools from:  Policies & 
Procedures  to ways to make your law firm better. It is focused on the issue 
of sales calls and meeting with prospective clients and how to go about doing 
that, as well as how to make it more effective. Real practical ways of improving 
your practice and the ability to get clients. And, so I would say to you,  if you’re 

on the fence  jump in and give it a shot you wont be disappointed. 

I am Heidi Thompson and I am from Minnesota.
My husband Craige is in the program, and I am here this weekend to learn 
how to better support him and better his business.  The program has been 
so worthwhile because I’ve seen  real exciting changes taking place in Craige, 
and in our marriage, in our home life.  He’s able to focus more on what he’s 
doing, he comes home so excited from his weekly calls - and from the different 
times that he’s been with RJon.  So it’s a wonderful program, and I would highly 
recommend anybody to join in, and for the spouses to get involved and to 
support whatever their partner is doing. 

I am Eric Johnson, an attorney from Salt Lake City, Utah.
It’s been a wonderful investment, it’s not a decision I took lightly, (they) don’t 
give you a bag of tricks.  [they] give you the principles and the basis as to why 
you need to change so many of things you were taught in law school or that 
were implicitly taught to you in law school.  You need to see clearly what it 
is you are doing and you need to understand that you doing something that 
exceeds ethical rules and goes above and beyond that so that your practice is 
beyond reproach and yet still successful and you are not mired in a lot of the 
wrong headed thinking that so many of us accept as conventional wisdom.  
That has been liberating.

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
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Boozer Downs, Woodstock, Alabama. 
I think especially someone like me who has been practicing for a while…I don’t 
care how long you’ve been practicing or what you think you know.  If you want 
to be successful you’ll embrace the fact that there’s always a lot more that you 
can learn. 

My name is Heather Quick, I’m from Jacksonville, Florida. 
I would strongly recommend How To MANAGE a Small Law Firm for anyone in 
my circumstance who has the desire to start your own law firm. I worked for 
other lawyers, worked for the state, and really wanted to go out on my own but 
had no idea how to go about the management side, the marketing side, and 
I’ve learned a tremendous amount that has been extremely useful to me.  This 
has provided me with an in-depth look at particular issues to my practice that 
are helping me.  This is all for real. I haven’t been cheated, I haven’t been you 
know, suckered into something that isn’t what it claims to be.

My name’s Craig Thompson.  I’m from Minneapolis.  
This program is going to change your practice, probably change your life.  That’s 
what happening for me. 

My name is Steven Thomas.  I’m a litigator from Los Angeles.  
This has been a remarkable experience for me, attacking a lot of assumptions 
about what it takes to be successful in a legal practice, how to deal with your 
own demons and get to where you want to be professionally and personally.  I 
recommend it to anybody who has the commitment to resolve issues that are 
holding you back in your practice. 

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
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“
“

“
“ Being busy does not always mean real 

work. The object of all work is production 
or accomplishment and to either of these 
ends there must be forethought, system, 
planning, intelligence, and honest purpose, 
as well as perspiration. Seeming to do is 
not doing.

- THOMAS EDISON

Failing to plan is planning to fail.
- BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

Productivity is never an 
accident. - PAUL J MEYER

You can’t plan a bright future 
with your head up your ass.

- RJON ROBINS
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The proud father of a eight-year old boy, pilot, and lawyer, Christopher 
Anderson is passionate about helping lawyers manage their solo and small law 
firm firm businesses to work for them. 
Christopher began his career “in the trenches” as an Assistant District Attorney 
in New York City. Later, Christopher helped startup a small software company, 
which was later acquired by Law.com, where he became Associate General 
Counsel for RealLegal, their legal software company.  Most recently, Christopher 
worked with LexisNexis to created the  LexisNexis Firm Manager® web-based 
case and matter management application.
Christopher also started and built an eight-attorney, full-service law firm in 
Georgia, using the skills and experience he acquired from the business world. 
Christopher has a passion to help how solo and small law firms see how they 
can build law firm businesses that work for them (and their families.)
Christopher is a national speaker, writing and speaking on a wide range of 
topics, including law firm management, the ethics of cloud computing, the 
future of technology in law firms, and more.  Christopher is a graduate of 
Cornell University, and received his Juris Doctorate from the University of 
Georgia School of Law in 1994. Christopher Anderson is admitted to practice in 
the federal and state courts of New York and Georgia.

Upon opening his own solo law firm RJon fell flat on his face. But then he 
quickly realized that despite having done quite well in law school, completing 
a prestigious 9 credit internship with the US Trustee’s Office and clerking for 
a Federal Bankruptcy Judge, he knew next to nothing about how to actually 
manage the business of a small law firm.
RJon did eventually discover how to manage a small law firm and was recruited 
by The Florida Bar’s Law Office Management Assistance Service (LOMAS) to 
teach his fellow lawyers how to find, fix and avoid the sort of marketing, sales, 
management, staffing, and financial control problems that had plagued his 
law firm.
As a LOMAS Small Law Practice Management Advisor RJon had the unique 
opportunity to work with several thousand owners of law firms to diagnose 
the source and help them fix the problems that plagued their law firms too.
In 2008 RJon founded How To MANAGE a Small Law Firm.com which has since 
grown to be one of the leading solo and small law firm management advisory 
services, dedicated exclusively to the unique needs of the owner of a solo 

or small law firm. Today How To MANAGE A Small Law Firm boasts coast-to-coast membership with ambitious and 
entrepreneurial lawyers hailing from all practice areas and walks of life.
RJon graduated from The American University in Washington, DC and received his Juris Doctorate from Nova 
Southeastern University, in Ft Lauderdale, Florida in 1996. RJon is licensed to practice in both state and Federal court 
in the State of Florida.

- THOMAS EDISON

Failing to plan is planning to fail.
- BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

- RJON ROBINS

BIOS
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NOTES
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What’s going to STOP you

What’s going to START you

Everything you need to know to grow 
a law firm from $0 (start-up) to over 
7 figures...if that’s what you want to 
do... and help alot of people along 

the way 

SESSION 1
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Your client comes to you for advice. S/he wants to 

invest in a business without a written business plan 

that explains how the business is supposed to honor 

its legal, finanancial and its professional obligations?

YES NO

QUESTION: Would you ever advise/allow your 
client to make this investment?
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Do you have a written-down business 

plan that explains in plain English how 

your business is supposed to make a 

profit for ALL your stakeholders?

YES NO
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v

WHAT IS  A LAW FIRM’S 
BUSINESS PLAN “supposed to  be”?

A business plan tells a story that is supported by numbers.  Joan Magretta’s article “Why Business Models 
Matter” (Harvard Business Review, May 2002) states, “When business [plans] don’t work, it’s because they 
either fail the narrative test (the story doesn’t make sense) or the numbers test (the P&L doesn’t add up).”   

In its simplest sense, a law firm’s business plan describes how the firm is supposed to make money (and 
how much) for its shareholders by serving its clients (and in how many different ways).  

Law firms which fail to make enough money eventually face insolvency and soon cease to be of service 
to anyone.  And too often a law firm’s financial troubles are heralded by predictable declines in client 
satisfaction, increased attorney and staff discontent and bar grievances.  

It has been estimated that 54% of bar grievances filed nationally in the US trace their roots to one of four 
common shortcomings connected to the law firm’s business plan:  

1.) No-one can explain in simple terms how the firm is supposed to deliver on promises made to its 
clients (the “factory” is broken);   

2.)  No-one can demonstrate how much or whether the firm is supposed to deliver on promises made 
to its investors and stakeholders (the “finances” are being neglected); 

3.) No-one is showing-up to do the work of managing the business or minding the store                       
(usually a sign of an immature business mindset); or 

4.) Total absence of any written plans for the business at all (also known as “willful neglect”)   

The business of a law firm is to sell legal services.  The professional and profitable law firm accomplishes 
this legitimate business objective by helping its clients and prospective clients evaluate their situation 
and current course of conduct, and where appropriate, offering to provide professional services which 
are reasonably-calculated to help the client improve the situation, on terms which are favorable to both 
parties.

There are four predictable “stages” a law firm goes through from start-up to maturity:  
• $0 - 250K: Creating a Law Practice
• $250K - $500K: Upgrading to a Law Business 
• $500K - $1M: Breaking the 7 Figure Barrier 
• $1M: Solo Millionaire Firm  

These four stages are most obviously recognized on financial terms.  But a more sophisticated analysis 
reveals increased equity, personal freedom and professional satisfaction amongst owners, shareholders, 
staff and often clients too.

A law firm’s business plan is just that.  A plan for the business.  A law firm’s written plan for growth 
is meant to be an internal working document.  It should not be confused with an investment grade 
or the credit-grade business plan, which typically requires far more rigorous research, analysis and 
documentation.
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7 PARTS OF A LAW FIRM
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i  c a N  E x p l a i N  T O  m y  S Ta k E h O l d E r S  h O w 
E a c h  O f  “ T h E  7  m a i N  pa r T S”  O f  m y 
b u S i N E S S  a r E  S u p p O S E d  T O  w O r k .

KEY 0 - Never really thought about it before

1 - I could explain but it would have to be verbal because it’s not in writing.

2 - I could show them something in writing but it’s more than 24 months 
     out of date.

3 - I have this part of my business plan in writing and relevant to how my 
     business currently operates.

SCORECIRCLE ONE
Marketing 0 1 2 3

Sales 0 1 2 3

Factory 0 1 2 3

People 0 1 2 3

Physical Plant 0 1 2 3

Money & Metrics 0 1 2 3

You 0 1 2 3

TOTAL:

1
Marketing

2
Sales

3
Factory

4
People

5
Physical  

Plant

7
You

6
Money & 
Metrics
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0 - 7 • Probably your environment is ruling YOU.  Your life is mostly REACTIVE.  Few choices.  Little 
control. You may not even believe you can have a million dollar solo law firm.  You may still think 
the only way to double your current revenues is to double your workload.  And you’re already 
working enough!  There may be more evidence in your life and business right now that you cannot 
reach the next level of growth than there is evidence that you CAN.  And it’s very likely too, that 
the only company you have are others who are similarly-situated people who like to make alot of 
excuses.

8 - 10 •  Very likely you feel very frustrated.  Because you KNOW you have alot of untapped 
POTENTIAL.  But you feel like you can’t get ahead.  Some days you probably feel like you want to 
burn your office down and hide under the covers.  Other days, you get a glimpse of the possibilities 
and feel inspired.   If only you could get your business more under control and have more “good” 
days.

11 - 15 • Most days you probably feel somewhat inspired.  Depending on the velocity of growth 
in your business you may still wonder at how fast it can all happen and wonder if it’s just a fluke.  
Ordering from the “left” side of the menu (the side without the prices) is beginning to feel natural.  
And it should!  Because you’re beginning to figure out that you can grow your business simply by 
using it as a vehicle to help more people.  Even if you can’t prove or explain or defend it to anyone 
else you know in your gut you could break the 7 figure barrier if only you could get some clarity 
around some key points about your business.  And having a group of like-minded entrepreneurial 
peers to collaborate with, hold you accountable, and keep you motivated would certainly help too.

16 - 21 • Now you know why highly-sucessful people the world-over say it’s lonely at the top.  You 
want to know what you’re truly capable of.  But most of the people around you cannot fathom 
why you still get up & go to work every day.  They call you a workaholic.  But that’s only because 
they have no idea to love what you do.  They don’t understand.  They think you’re just being 
greedy to want to grow your business.  You don’t dare try to explain that your business only grows 
because it helps more people, and what’s wrong with that?  You can’t talk about your favorite 
subect with your clients.  Most of your friends & family have no real idea what it means to be CEO 
of a successful & growing business that grows by helping more people.  And you dare not share 
your feeling with your staff. 

Revenues are probably $0-250K

Revenues are probably $250-500k

Revenues are probably $500k-1MM

Revenues likey over $1MM

GRADING
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BUSINESS PLAN MATRIX

Marketing Sales Factory People Physical 
Plant

Money & 
Metrics  You

Internal 
Policies

External 
Policies

Procedures

Check Lists

Templates

Examples

Systems

+
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4 STAGES OF LAW
FIRM GROWTH

$250,000 - $500,000

UPGRADING YOUR PRACTICE
TO A SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

GROWING YOUR BUSINESS
TO BREAK 7 FIGURES

BECOMING A CEO: PROFITING
FROM YOUR PURPOSE

STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4
$0 - $250,000
STAGE 1

CREATING A
SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE

$500,000 - $1MM $1MM ++

CHALLENGES:

OPPORTUNITIES:

• TOO MUCH TIME WITH  
 WRONG CLIENTS
• HAVE TO DO ALL THE  
 WORK
• DONʼT BELIEVE GROWTH  
 IS POSSIBLE

• LEARN TO EFFECTIVELY  
 SELL LEGAL SERVICES
• GAIN CLARITY & FOCUS  
 ON BUSINESS MODEL

CHALLENGES:

OPPORTUNITIES:

• UNWILLING TO GIVE UP  
 THE “DOING”
• AD-HOC SYSTEMS ARE  
 OUTGROWN
• BUILD & LEAD YOUR  
 “A-TEAM"

• SYSTEMS BEGIN   
 FORMING
• MORE TIME OFF
• REVENUES BECOME   
 MORE RELIABLE &   
 PREDICTABLE

CHALLENGES:

OPPORTUNITIES:

• FINANCES NOW   
 WARRANT CONTROLS
• FEEDING THE FACTORY
• OUTGROWING PHYSICAL  
 PLANT

• MAXIMIZE PROFIT
• OPPORTUNITY TO SCALE
• CAN STEP AWAY FROM  
 FIRM EASILY

CHALLENGES:

OPPORTUNITIES:

• LONELINESS
• BOREDOM
• STAKES ARE HIGHER

• CHANGE THE WORLD
• DISCOVER YOUR REAL  
 POTENTIAL 
• CONTROL YOUR TIME
• MORE FUN!!

Challenges
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When the Revenues
of Your Business
ARE DOUBLE?

What Parts of 
Your Life Will Be  

WORSE
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In preparing for battle 
I have always found that  
plans are useless, but  
planning is indispensable.

Everyone has a plan ‘till they  
get punched in the mouth.

- DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER

- MIKE TYSON

“

“
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Why Isn’t Your 
Business Where 
You Want I t  To Be  

ALREADY?
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Q.
“...but how loooong will it take 
YOU to help ME get MY business 
under controoool?”

A.
“ ...only about 10% of the time 
you spent getting it stuck there 
in the first place.”

RULE OF THUMB
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THE #1,      no-excuses reason 
why I’m COMMITTED  to improve  

the   performace    of my business is: 
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OUR DEFINITION OF A  

SUCCESSFUL  

BUSINESS
Financial:

Personal:

Professional:

Note:

The business should produce enough NET income to afford the owner(s) the lifestyle they actually 
WANT to live, not just what they can get-by on, settle-with or compromise on.  We don’t care if you 
want to live in a big house or a little house, take your family on luxury vacations or go camping, 
provide a private school education or leave it up to your kids to get scholarships becuase you 
think it builds character.  We love to hit the occasional dive-bar and taco stand too.  The only thing 
that matters here is that you’re honest with YOURSELF about how you REALLY want to be living 
and that your business generates enough net-income for you to afford THAT lifestyle. 

The business should honor its legal, financial and professional obligations while affording the 
owner(s) enough control over the amount and quality of time they have to enjoy the fruits of 
their labors.  If the only way for your business to make a million dollars is for you to sacrifice your 
personal life, you don’t really own a business you only have a job.  And your job owns you. 

The business should work for its owners, not the other way around.  Being a “business” means 
it can continue to honor its legal, financial and professional obligations even when the owner(s) 
choose to (or have to) step-away for a little or a long-time with “Emergency Access Only”.  The 
first 6 “Main Parts” of the business should be in alignment with and operate to support the 7th.  
That means the business should do work the owner is proud of.  The business should improve 
people’s lives in ways that matter to the owner(s) of the business.  And the business should be an 
expression-of and in alignment-with the values of its owner(s).

You may not agree with OUR definition of a “Successful” business.  That’s ok with us.   We can 
still do business together.  We can still be friends.  At the end of the day the only person whose 
definiton of a “successful” business that should really matter to YOU...is your own!

“They will tell you you can’t sleep alone in a strange place.  Then they’ll tell you you can’t sleep with 
somebody else.  Ah, but sooner or later you sleep in your own space..  Either way it’s okay you wake 
up with yourself.” ~ Billy Joel “My Life”
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Gross revenues for  

last 12 months:
Gross revenues for  

PREVIOUS 12 months:
Gross revenues for  

the last 90 days:

Number of weeks 
worked in last 12 

months:

Number of weeks 
worked in PREVIOUS  

12 months:

Number of weeks 
worked in last  

90 days:

Number of hours  
worked in an  

“average week”:

Number of weeks that 
you took off in the last 

12 months:

Number of weeks that 
you took off in the  

PEVIOUS 12 months:

Number of weeks that 
you took off in the  

last 90 days:
How happy are you?

PERSONAL 

PROFESSIONAL

WHERE IS  YOUR BUSINESS NOW?

* It is an utter cop-out to say there is no such thing as an “average” week for you. This is 
also a mathematical impossibility.  We know some weeks will be crazy and others will be 
quite slow.  What’s average/typical/normal?
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PROFESSIONAL CONTINUED
How happy/confident are you about each of The 7 Main 
Parts of your business to keep-on, keeping-on even 
with you away on “Emergency Access Only” for 30 con-
secutive days:

SCORECIRCLE ONE
Marketing A B C D F

Sales A B C D F

Factory A B C D F

People A B C D F

Physical Plant A B C D F

Money & Meterics A B C D F

You A B C D F

TOTAL:

÷ BY 7:

TOTAL SCORE:
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YOUR DEFINITION OF A  

SUCCESSFUL  

BUSINESS

Professionally:

Other:

Time:       WKS/YR:

                HRS/WK:

Financial / Money: $ (Net Revenue)
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IDEA TO IMPLEMENT BEST FIRST ACTION(S)

1

2

3

4

5

6

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

Which idea on this page, if implemented, would have the
biggest positive impact on your business and/or life? #

BEST OF SESSION 1
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NOTES
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SESSION 2

“Money won’t create success, the freedom to make it will.” 

- Nelson Mandela

 “Being ignorant is not so much a shame,  
as being unwilling to learn.”

- Benjamin Franklin

“The question isn’t who is going to let me;  
it’s who is going to stop me.” 

-Ayn Rand

YOUR MONEY:

YOUR METRICS:

YOUR PEOPLE:
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WHAT IS  

MONEY? 
IS
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NOTES
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MONEY: KEY FINANCIAL TERMS

To manage a successful law firm, you must have control your finances so you can operate 

with confidence. Key financial terms include: 

  Chart of Accounts: Categories of anticipated revenue and expenses.

  Budget: Best educated guess for each item in Chart of Accounts for next 12 mo. 

  Budget Variance Report:  Comparison of best guess with reality. 

  Burn Rate:  The hourly figure of unproductivity in office. 

  WIP:  (Work in Progress) incl. all unbilled work broke down by age and type.

  Aged Accounts Receivables:  30d, 60d, 90+d. 

  Cost of Inventory: Burn Rate x WIP. 

  R.U.L.E.S:  Rates, Utilization, Leverage, Expenses, Speed of Collection.   

The following reports should be reviewed monthly to assist the owner of a successful law 

firm in assessing the “heartbeat” of the firm and identifying where adjustments need to 

made for the coming months.  Do you review these reports? 

• Budget Variance Report Jan 1 – Dec 31 (By month).

• Accounts Receivable Report.

• Rolling 12 Month Revenue And Expense Report.

• WIP Report. 

• Weekly Cash Flow Forecast (6-8 weeks ahead).

• Balance Sheet.
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MONEY: KEY FINANCIAL REPORTS

  Budget

  Budget Variance Report 

  Cash Flow Projection (6 weeks) 

  W.I.P. (Work In Progress)

  AGED A/R (30, 60, 90+ day)

  Cash Position (Operating & Trust)

  Balance Sheet

The 6 key financial reports every self-respencting equity owner of a law firm should be 

on top of every single month:
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MONEY: KEY FINANCIAL REPORTS

METRICS
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METRICS:  KEY METRICS

What are the key metrics we will monitor to ensure the 
firm is honoring its obligations to clients, shareholders and 
management alike? 

  # Active Cases

  Opened Cases (90 day)

  Closed Cases (90 day)

  Weekly Variance

  YTD Variance

  HRS Variance (weekly)

  HRS Variance (YTD)

  Prof. Satisfaction (A-F)

  % A-F cases/clients

METRICS
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NOTES
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mETricS: hOw TO bE a kick aSS cEO

q   How much Revenue have you Collected in the last 30 days?                 

q   How much do you have in your Operating Account today?

q   How much Cash does your firm need for the next 30 days?                                 

q   How much do you have in your Trust Account today?  

q   How much do you expect to be able to Deposit Into Your Operating Account in the  
next 30 days? 

q    How much in Accounts Receivable do you have outstanding? 

      - What’s the Plan To Collect that a/r? 

q   How many new cases/matters have you Opened in the last 30 days?  

q   What do you estimate the Average Value of these new cases to be?                          

q   How many new cases/matters have you Closed in the last 30 days?  

q   What was the average value of the cases you closed?

q   How many Active Cases/Matters are currently open in your firm today?

q   How many Sales Calls with Potential New Clients (PNC) have you had in the  
last 30 days?

q   How many of those Converted and became paying clients of the firm?

q   How many Marketing Calls with Potential Referral Sources (PRS) have you had in the  
last 30 days?      

q   How many Marketing Activities have you taken action on in the last 30 days?        

       -Description: 

q   What’s currently on your Front Burner to work on making your law firm more profitable and/
or predictable so it’s not all resting on your back (policies, procedures, systems, hiring, firing, 
technology, marketing, etc.) ?       

q    List 3 action items you’re going to make tangible progress on:

1.

2.

3.                                           
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mETricS: hOw TO bE a kick aSS cEO ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

• Do you know the 6 key numbers you should be looking at every month? 
• Are your decisions based on reliable & objective data or just your “gut”?
• Do you want to make friends with your law firm’s financial controls? 

If your firm’s revenues are $500,000 or higher and you are ready to begin making more forward-
looking decisions based on objective data, then let’s talk.  

Your CFO removes the mystery and the fear about numbers and replaces them with predictability 
and confidence so you can sleep at night. Key reports that are reviewed every month:  

• Budget  Variance Report
• Income and Expense Projections 
• Accounts Receivable Report
• Work in Progress
• Cash Flow Forecast

Once your business grows to a certain point, it is difficult to have the time and discipline to sit 
and dispassionately analyze your numbers.  A CFO helps you spot trends by looking at what has 
happened in the past few months.  This is an opportunity to correct problems before they impact 
your financial wellbeing.  It is also the time to really analyze fi the money you are spending is 
producing the best possible return.  In addition, by looking forward, a CFO can help you make 
strategic investment decisions in your firm to grow to the next level.  These often include 
discussions of how and when to finance new employees, office space, the purchase of another 
firm, and whether to franchise or partner to open new offices.

A CFO also manages the relationship with your bookkeeper.  We interview the person doing your 
books to make sure they are competent so your reports give an accurate depiction of the health 
of your firm.  We ensure that your chart of accounts is able to reflect the return on investment you 
are making in your firm.  Your bookkeeper and CFO work closely together to draft a preliminary 
budget which the CFO and the attorney then refine. 

To learn more go to www.SmallLawFirmCFOServices.com 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

How To Set Up 
& Manage Your 
IOLTA Trust 
Account Course

Go to www.HowToMANAGEaSmallLawFirm.com/IOLTA  

A good REASON

AND A real REASON
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: A man always has two reasons for 
doing anything:

A good REASON

AND A real REASON
- J.P. MORGAN

“

“
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PEOPLE
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RULE #1: Everyone you hire comes to work and does their 

job for ____________________________________________reasons. 

RULE #2: A real leader is always _____________________ 

whenever anyone on the team earns more money.

RULE #3: Be clear about why to hire, train and manage a 

person in the first place.  It’s so they can help you  make 

a ___________________and make your life__________________; 

Preferably Both!

PEOPLE
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PEOPLE: STAFF MATRIX

STEP 1:  IDENTIFY:

STEP 2: SCORING: 

STEP 3:  MULTIPLIER:

Who in your law firm is doing each of the jobs below   (Hint: each of these jobs 
had better get at least one name under it.  None of these jobs should have 
everyone’s name under it!) (Note: If most of these jobs have your name under it 
and you’ve been running your own law firm for more than about 18 months, it is 
probably time you discovered second gear.) 

Mark points as follows: 

1 point: For every position that has at least one other name besides yours.   
2 points:   For every position that has someone else’s name is under it and  

not yours.  

x 1:    If you have no written job description.
x 2:  If you have documented written job description that an “A” player  
  could use to reasonably determine that they’ve done their job well.  
x 3:  If you could lay your hands on a written job description within 10
  minutes of entering your office.  
x 4:   If, as you sit here, within 10 minutes (assuming internet access) you  
  could get access to those written job descriptions.    

Now multiply your score as follows: 

BONUS: Ask everyone on your team to give you, in writing, a list of what they do, how 
they would write their own job description and explain how that position helps your 
firm as outlined in A-E above.  
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PEOPLE: STAFF MATRIX

JOBS IN FIRM NAME OF (ALL) PEOPLE DOING JOB POINTS MULITPLIER TOTAL

Receptionist 

Secretary/Assistant

Book Keeper

Office Manager

Paralegal

Associate (Grinder)

Sr. Associate (Minder)

Rainmaker (Finder)

Law Firm Administrator

Marketing Director

Sales Director

Client Relations

COO

CFO

CEO

Owner
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PEOPLE: DELEGATION TIPS

Characteristics Of Task/ Project:

WHAT, WHEN, HOW AND WHY OF DELEGATION

Define Why Selected That Person:

Define Project:

• Importance?
• Urgency?
• Uniqueness?
• How Big Is The Project?
• Who Is Best Equipped To Do This Project?

• Explain Why You Chose Them. 
• Ask How They Feel About It. 
• Identify Concerns The Delegatee Might Have?

• What Is The Scope Of Project? 
• Explain The Why Of The Project. 
• Explain Your Expectations.
• Explain The Details. 
• When Is It Due?  Any Flexibility? 
• What Tools/Resources Should Be Used? 
• What is the Level Of Delegatee’s Decision Making Authority?

Establish Plan, Monitoring And Progress Reports:
• Clarify Plan. 
• Clarify Deadlines With Intermediate Progress Reports. 
• Request Delegatee To Repeat The Project Specifics (Who 

Needs To Do What By When) to Confirm They Understand 
Project and Obtain their Agreement to Accept Responsibility. 

• Plan to Provide Feedback.
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WHAT, WHEN, HOW AND WHY OF DELEGATION 1.  Identifying key tasks you want to do. 

2.  What is needed to get the tasks done?

3.  How are you going to feel if you get them done/ don’t get them done. 

4.  Clarifying which tasks yield greatest ROI for you to do.

          TASK:                     ROI: 

5.  Consider the “opportunity cost” if it doesn’t get done. 

6.  Identifying what you shouldn’t be doing. 

Task 1: 
Price to Delegate:     
Cost if you keep doing it:    

Task 2:  
Price to Delegate:     
Cost if you keep doing it:     

Task 3:  
Price to Delegate:     
Cost if you keep doing it:   

PEOPLE: DELEGATION TIME
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File Name
TM 

Matter 
#

 Task – Next 
Step Needed  Who ETC Due Answer 

Deadline
Discovery 

Deadline – US
Discovery 

Deadline – OC 
Discovery 

Close

CASE & TASK MANAGER
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

John Doe
Weekly Time Plan - Office Hours
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SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION: LEGAL SECRETARY

Overview:

Reporting Relationship:

Authority:

Responsibilities:

A Legal Secretary’s primary goal is to relieve the attorney(s) she works for of the routine tasks 
involved in the practice of law, so the attorneys can focus on more substantive and valuable tasks.

Legal Secretaries perform their work under the direction of the Owner or other attorneys to 
whom he or she may be assigned.  The Legal Secretary’s  employment relationship with the Firm 
is managed by the Office Administrator, or in the absence of an Office Administrator, by the 
Owner.

Legal secretaries work under the direction of an attorney, and they exercise relatively little 
independent authority.  This is quite different if the Legal Secretary also serves as the Office 
Administrator.  In this case the Legal Secretary will have the authority granted to Office 
Administrator. 

Client Focused Tasks

1. Interacts with clients and builds relationships with them by phone, email and in person
a. Providing more and better communication with clients
b. Strengthening the relationship between the client and the firm

2. Schedules client calls and meetings
a.  Assuring that the attorneys’ calendars are accurately maintained and  

organized in a logical and efficient manner

3.  Interacts with the courts and administrative agencies regarding hearings, motions and  
other appearances

a.  Becoming the courts’ primary point of contact with the firm for all  
administrative and scheduling issues

4. Prepares and sends bills to clients (if the office has no bookkeeper)

Attorney Focused Tasks

1. Prepares and assures the execution of engagement agreements as directed by the owner
a.  By combining the boilerplate language in the engagement agreement with the  

attorneys’ instructions which customize the agreement, the attorneys’ involvement  
is reduced.  
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SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION: LEGAL SECRETARY

Client Focused Tasks

1. Interacts with clients and builds relationships with them by phone, email and in person
a. Providing more and better communication with clients
b. Strengthening the relationship between the client and the firm

2. Schedules client calls and meetings
a.  Assuring that the attorneys’ calendars are accurately maintained and  

organized in a logical and efficient manner

3.  Interacts with the courts and administrative agencies regarding hearings, motions and  
other appearances

a.  Becoming the courts’ primary point of contact with the firm for all  
administrative and scheduling issues

4. Prepares and sends bills to clients (if the office has no bookkeeper)

Attorney Focused Tasks

1. Prepares and assures the execution of engagement agreements as directed by the owner
a.  By combining the boilerplate language in the engagement agreement with the  

attorneys’ instructions which customize the agreement, the attorneys’ involvement  
is reduced.  

Education & Experience

A legal secretary should have a high school diploma, but advanced training at a college or 
university is preferred.

A legal secretary should have prior experience in a law firm.  Legal Secretarial experience is 
preferred, but in some cases experience as a file clerk, receptionist, or project assistant will suffice.

b.  The secretary will also see that the client receives the engagement agreement and 
that they execute it and return it to the firm.

2. Keeps attorneys calendars and sends reminders 
a.  Assuring that the attorneys’ calendars are accurately maintained and  

organized 
b.  Assuring that the attorneys’ work days are organized in a logical and  

 efficient manner
3. Retrieves and delivers assigned attorneys voicemails and assures that copies are  
 included in the firm’s client files (paper, electronic or both)
4. Manages the attorneys mail

a.  Retrieves, date stamps and opens mail for assigned attorneys
5. Prepares and sends legal correspondence as directed by attorneys

a.   Puts documents keyboarded initially by attorneys into final form, ready to  
be delivered to courts, clients, and co-counsel and opposing counsel

6. Drafts non-legal correspondence
a. Communication with the firm’s bankers, suppliers, landlords and others

7. Organizes the attorneys’ files 
a.  Assures that the attorney has all of the relevant materials ready when the  

attorney has meetings, or leaves the office for court or outside meetings.

Administrative Tasks
1. Enters time and billing data

a.  Those attorneys that are required maintain time records have a variety of  
 systems of doing this.  Some record their time on paper, and they will  
 benefit from having their secretary enter their time into the time and  
 billing system.  Some attorneys enter their time themselves.  Either system  
 is workable.

2. Sets up and manages new client and firm files
a.  This may be done by the legal secretary, but often is delegated to  

 receptionists or other staff in larger firms.
3. Make copies/scans documents 

a.  This may be done by the legal secretary, but often is delegated to  
 receptionists or other staff in larger firms. 
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SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION: RECEPTIONIST

1. Telephone - Answering

2. Paging

3. Placing of Calls

4. Messages

6. The Receptionist is Responsible For:

5. Collecting, Opening, Sorting, and Outgoing Mail

The receptionist is responsible for assisting lawyers in a wide variety of tasks. The receptionist is 
responsible for handling telephone calls, opening and sorting mail, filing, scheduling, and other 
task identified in greater detail below. The receptionist must have excellent computer skills.

The receptionist answers all calls to the office. Calls are answered with “Utah Family Law.” 

Through the receptionist, persons away from their desks may be located by the paging system. 
If a call put through to a lawyer is not answered by the lawyer or the secretary, the call will be 
auto-matically referred to the receptionist, who will page the appropriate secretary. Then, if the 
secretary does not answer, the lawyer will be paged before the caller is referred to the option of 
leaving a voicemail.  WE NEVER SEND A CALLER TO VOICEMAIL WITHOUT INFORMING THE CALLER 
THE LAWYER CANNOT BE FOUND, AND THEN WE OFFER THE CALLER THE OPTION OF LEAVING A 
VOICEMAIL.

Lawyers and their secretaries normally place all calls. However, the receptionist may be asked to 
place some calls for a lawyer such as conference calls involving several parties.

The receptionist is responsible for recording and transmitting to the proper party all internal and 
external messages. The receptionist is not responsible for estimating for the caller when the call 
might be returned or where the lawyer might be.

1. collecting the day’s mail from the mailbox;
2. opening the mail;
3. sorting the mail;
4. scanning all incoming mail to PDF files and then:
5. saving a copy of the PDF file to the client’s file in Clio and ensuring Clio automatically sends 

the client a copy via e-mail;
6. send a copy of all scanned mail to the Owner for his/her review; and
7. saving a copy of the PDF file to the client’s file on the file server
8. taking all outgoing mail to the mailbox and ensuring it is collected in time to be postmarked 

on the same date the outgoing mail is posted.

7. Calendar of Lawyers and Employees in and out of Office, in Conference, etc.
The receptionist is responsible for keeping track of the whereabouts of all members of the Firm’s 
staff and for notifying the office manager of same. The Daily Log is used... 
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13. Doors, Security, and Lights

8. Handling of Salespersons, Equipment Vendors, Solicitors, etc.

9.  Maintaining Neatness of Reception Area—Leaving Documents or other Items  
with Receptionist:

10. Scheduling of Conference or Deposition Rooms

11. Reporting Heating, Air-Conditioning, Lighting, or Electrical Problems

12. Ordering and Signing for Lunches

to list persons in con-ference, out to lunch, or out of the office for any other reason. Each employee 
will keep the reception-ist apprised of his/her whereabouts at all times during the workday and 
a telephone number where he/she can be reached at all times.  Each employee will keep the 
receptionist apprised of the employ-ee’s approved vacation plans. In turn, the receptionist will 
notify the office manager of all absences or tardiness.

The receptionist should ask salespersons, equipment vendors, and other solicitors if they have an 
appointment and with whom. If they have no appointment, they should be asked to leave their 
cards and be advised that one of our staff will call them. Names and extension numbers should 
not be released.

The receptionist is primarily responsible for the neatness and appearance of the reception desk.  
No other employee may use the reception area as a storage or repository area without the 
approval of the office manager.  

If a document or other item is expected to be picked up during the workday, such a document or 
item may be left with the receptionist for pick up that day.  If the document or item is not picked 
up that day, the receptionist shall personally return the document or item to the employee who 
left it with the receptionist, so that the document or item does not remain with the receptionist 
and so that the em-ployee knows the document or item was not picked up.

Use of the Firm’s meeting rooms can be made only by reservation made through the receptionist 
on the team calendar.

Reporting Heating, Air-Conditioning, Lighting, or Electrical Problems

Anyone encountering problems with the building heating, air-conditioning, lighting, or electrical 
system should notify the __________________________, who will contact the building manager 
regarding the problem. If none of the forgoing persons is available, contact Building Maintenance 
at __________________________ and report the problem.

Lawyers and management personnel may request and sign for lunches. The receptionist will 
place the order, make an appropriate record of who requested the lunch and its cost, and call 
that party when the delivery has arrived.

The receptionist opens the office in the morning by turning on the lights and unlocking the office 
doors. Lawyers or staff members arriving before the receptionist opens the office should keep the 
office locked after entering, unless a client is expected prior to the time the receptionist normally 
ar-rives. The receptionist shuts out the lights and 
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The parking validation machines/vouchers are to be operated/distributed only by the 
receptionist on duty. The Firm validates parking in our building or at nearby parking lots 
only for our clients and for persons applying or being interviewed for positions with the 
Firm.  The Firm will not validate parking for repairers, vendors, suppliers, court reporters, 
messengers, and the like. With regard to visiting counsel, validation should be a matter 
of judgment and depends on the relationship between the respective firms or individual 
lawyers; validation for such persons requires direct lawyer approval.  All other validations 
should be avoided and used or permitted only with the approval of a lawyer, a legal assistant, 
or one of the members of the administrative management staff. The [receptionist] [Office 
Manager] shall validate parking receipts when requested by a lawyer.

14. Address Records

15. Receiving and Screening Visitors

16. Accepting Payments Brought to the Office Personally or Sent to the Firm by Mail

17. Fax Machine

18. Parking Validations

locks the doors when leaving at the end of the day. Lawyers or staff members working 
after normal office hours should be sure lights are out and doors locked upon leaving. 
Special arrangements should be made in advance with the receptionist if a client has an 
appointment before or after normal office hours.

The names, addresses, and phone numbers of staff members and vendors are available 
on the team site, under Contacts.

The receptionist will greet and screen all persons entering the office. 

If the visitor has a scheduled appointment, the receptionist will ensure the visitor is 
offered a drink and magazine selection.

Whether the visitor is a client who does not have a scheduled appointment or a stranger 
to the receptionist, the receptionist will notify the lawyer or staff member for whom the 
visitor is asking that the visitor is waiting.  If the lawyer or other person is on the phone, 
the visitor will be so notified and asked to take a seat in the reception area. When the 
lawyer or other person is ready to meet the visitor, the visitor will be escorted to the 
destination of the person he or she is there to visit by the secretary. Visitors are not to 
roam freely through the offices.

The receptionist is responsible for accepting payments from clients who come to the 
office personally to pay their bills with cash, check, money order, or with a credit card.  
The receptionist shall prepare a receipt and provide a copy of the receipt to clients who 
make payment at the office.

The receptionist is responsible for processing payments from clients who send payment 
in the mail for the bookkeeper. 

The receptionist is responsible for sending faxes given to the receptionist for transmittal.   
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IDEA TO IMPLEMENT BEST FIRST ACTION(S)

1

2

3

4

5

6

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

Which idea on this page, if implemented, would have the
biggest positive impact on your business and/or life? #

BEST OF SESSION 2
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SESSION 3

This includes all facilities, tools, equipment, supplies, software, licenses, 
contracts and agreements the business is party to including but not limited 
to policies, procedures, checklists, samples, templates, examples (together 
“Systems”) and all other intellectual property belonging to the business. 

It is the role of the Factory to produce the workproduct that sales has 
commited to clients. 

FACTORY:

PHYSICAL PLANT:

- MARCUS AURELIUS  
(ROMAN EMPEROR)
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Because your own strength is 
unequal to the task, do not assume 
that it is beyond the powers of 
man; but if anything is within 

the powers and province of man, 
believe that it is within your own 

compass also.”
- MARCUS AURELIUS  

(ROMAN EMPEROR)

“

“
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FACTORY
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whaT happENS if yOur “facTOry” caNNOT kEEp-up wiTh 
markETiNg & SalES?
30 second self-audit. Give yourself 1pt for each of these that hits a little too close to home for 
you. Just like in golf, the lower your score the better.

Instructions: 

❑ The People are overworked
❑ Workproduct is backlogged
❑ Client complaints about slow delivery
❑ Client complaints about un-met commitments
❑ A “Silent Vote” by clients & referral sources
❑ Lost profits due to cash flow-timing issues
❑ Missed opportunities to pursue growth
❑ Owner feeling trapped by success
❑ Too many late nights instead of being home with family
❑ Feeling distant and not fully-present when at home
❑ Fear of taking a “real” vacation
❑ Fear of waking up one day and kids are grown 
❑ Low profits for clients 
❑ Low profits for staff
❑ Low profits for owner of the firm*
❑ Wasting too much finding files
❑ Bar grievances/Malpractice
❑ More work for the firm = more work for YOU!  

 

* The effects of an inefficient factory are often mis-diagnosed as being caused by inadequate 

marketing.  Inexperienced hands often treat these effects by pouring-on the marketing which 

only exacerbates the problem.  The effects then magnify and so marketing gets dialed-up some 

more.  And round and round it goes...down the drain.

FACTORY
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whaT kiNd Of facTOry dO yOu havE?
Does your factory produce automobiles or clothing?  

• Each requires different parts, pieces & ingredients.  
• Each requires different equipment, different physical plant.  
•  Each requires different people and each of those people require different training and 

assembly instructions.  
• Each requires the Owner track different metrics to track what’s going on, quality control etc.  

Imagine a clothing factory being run by auto assembly workers using wrenches and screwdrivers 
and trying to assemble a shirt by following the instructions that cause an engine to be 
assembled.  How would the owner of that factory even know if the shirt is being put together the 
right way or not, until the customers started to complain, without metrics.  

“Well, you’d know because you’d be standing there watching the whole time & it would be 
obvious to you that the auto workers are messing up the shirts.”  YES and then you’d never be 
able to leave and you’d build-in obvious limitations to growth.  

What are the services your firm will offer (SKU)? 

What do you charge for each service? (PRICE)

What does it actually cost you to deliver each service? (COGS)

Which of your services is most profitable and which is just a loss-leader?  
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whaT kiNd Of facTOry dO yOu havE? facTOry: iNvENTOry yOur Sku’S

DELIVERABLE PRICE CO(G/S)S PROFIT 
(LOSS)

EX: DUI - Low Net Worth -  
No Breathalizer $3000 $1500 $1500

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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LIST YOUR SKUS:

“INGREDIENTS” FOR EACH  SKU:

“HAND-OFF” STAGES FOR EACH  SKU:

Hamburger

Cheeseburger

French Fries

Milk Shake

Supersize

1/4 Beef
sesame seed bun
ketchup
mustard
lettuce
tomato

Hamburger:

order taken [cashier]
patty to grill [cook]
toast bun [cook]
condiments [assembler]
final assembly [assembler]
order delivery [cashier]

Hamburger:

facTOry: iNvENTOry yOur Sku’S
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facTOry: iNvENTOry yOur Sku’S

WHERE ARE THE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR LAW FIRM?

6. SESAME SEED BUN

5. TWO SLICED TOMATOES

4. FOUR SLICES OF WHITE ONION

3. SLICE OF AMERICAN CHEESE

2. COOKED HAMBURGER

1. BOTTOM BUN
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facTOry: 24 kEy pOliciES

EXTERNAL POLICIES
1. Definition of “Emergency”
2. Access to Attorneys
3. Billing: What you do/do not Bill for
4. Costs vs. Fees
5. New Development in a Case

6. Treatment of Opposing Parties
7. Definition of the Word “Honesty”
8. File Retention
9. Referrals
10. Privacy & Confidentiality
11. Boundaries & Duration of Attorney-Client Privilege
12. Definition of A – F Clients

INTERNAL POLICIES
1. Attorney-Client Confidentiality 
2. Client Interactions
3. Legal Services for Staff, Friends & Family
4. Following Documented Procedures/Routine Maintenance
5. Business Hours, Holidays & Dress Code
6. Time Sheets

7. Attorney Access
8. Personal Business While at Work
9. Client Cost Advancements
10. Compensation
11. Centralized Files
12. Job Descriptions
13. BONUS: Statute of Limitations & Deadlines
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facTOry: 24 kEy prOcEdurES

1. Answering the telephone and taking messages
2. Routine correspondence
3. Scheduling appointments
4.  Calendaring, docketing and tickling deadlines with use of the electronic calendar  

and tickler system
5. Scheduling hearings, mediation and depositions 

  6. Opening a new file, case or matter for a new client
  7. Opening a new file, case or matter for a current client
  8. Monthly file review
  9. File protocols
10. Closing files, cases and matters
11.  Calculating and documenting statutes of limitations or other  

self-imposed deadlines

12. New client engagement
13. Pre-engagement glide path
14. Post engagement (15, 30, 60, 90, 180 days etc.)
15. Accounting for time, tasks and value
16. Preparing bills
17. Accepting Payment
18. Conflict checking and documentation

19. Declining a new case or engagement
20. Monthly book keeping
21. Computer file organization scheme
22. Computer back-up
23. Monthly maintenance meetings: policies and procedures
24. Montly Newsletter
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1. Internal Policy: It is the policy of this firm that all calls from clients will be handled as follows:  

           (choose one) 

a. Taken right away no matter what, even if doing so throws the entire factory into chaos. 

b. Clients will be told their call will be returned within 24 hours or before the end of 

the day even if that’s not really feasible, even if the attorney is on vacation, even if the 

attorney is not necessarily the best informed person to address the client’s question.

c. Clients will be asked a few intelligent questions to identify the purpose for their call.  

Simple routine things will be handled by the lowest-paid person on the staff who is 

qualified (per internal policies) to address the issue, notes will be taken if the  client really 

does need to speak with an attorney and a telephone appointment will be scheduled for 

a definte time on a definite date so that no-one has to waste time playing telephone tag.   

Clients who say it is an “Emergeny” shall be placed on hold while the attorney is reached 

at his/her desk, cell phone, etc. 

2. External Policy: It is the policy of this firm to give clients who call to speak with their attorney 

our undivided attention.  We will always come to the phone prepared and informed about your 

important case or matter.   We will never shove your file aside just because someone else calls 

us on the phone, unless it is an “Emergency”.  If you have an Emergency you need to speak 

with your attorney about, please call the office and announce “I am a client.  NAME is the lead 

attorney on my case.  My name is X.  I have an Emergency I need to speak with NAME about.”  

Our capable and well-trained receptionist will call your attorney on a separate line immediately.  

If your attorney cannot be reached (ex. courts require cell phones to be turned off, on an 

facTOry: SamplE pOlicy & prOcEdurE
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facTOry: SamplE pOlicy & prOcEdurE facTOry: SamplE pOlicy & prOcEdurE

airplane, etc.) the Second In Command on your matter will be called.  If you are calling about a 

non-Emergency, please cooperate with our policy of scheduling a telephone appointment.

3. Definition of the word “Emergency”: 

4. Procedure if Client calls & says “It’s an “Emergency”:

a. Get “Client Emergency Call Checklist”

b. Follow Checklist. 

5. Non-Emergency Telephone Appointment Procedure:  

a. Get “Client Telephone Procedure Checklist” 

b. Follow Checklist.

6. Practice & role play with your firm’s receptionist.

7. Mystery shop your firm a few different times of day, a few different days of the week, spread 

a week or so apart until you are confident enough in this part of your factory to go on a real 

vacation with your family for the first time in how many years?
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NOTES
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The two most important requirements 
for major success are: first, being in 
the right place at the right time, and 
second, doing something about it. 
 
If you are not a risk taker, you 
should get the hell out of business.

Creativity is a highfalutin word for 
the work I have to do between now 
and Tuesday.

- RAY KROC
“

“
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NOTES
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PHYSICAL
PLANT
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PHYSICAL PLANT

A) What it Includes

B) Why It Matters

C) Strategies 
• Leapfrog 

• Lease Expansion

• Ancillary Business Investment

D) Effects of Mis-alignment of Physical Plant

E) Why & How To “Mystery Shop” your Firm

F) Valuable Intellectual Property (Systems)

G) Is it time to update your firm’s “Wardrobe”? (Branding)
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PHYSICAL PLANT

What resources must be provided to enable the firm’s People to do what 
must be done to ensure the firm honors its obligations? 

  Space

  Phones

  Computers

  Law office management software

  Practice software

  e-mail

  Mobile devices

  Supplies

  Furniture

  Decor

  Parking for staff

  Parking for visitors

  Durable office equipment

  Copier

  Scanner

  Fax

  Kitchen

  Workstations

  Insurance

  Files

  Whiteboard

  Cleaning supplies

  Stationary

  Marketing materials

  Bank accounts

  Merchant service

  Vendors

  Independent contractors

  Credit cards

  Subcriptions

  Bar dues

  CLE credits

  Calendar

  Transportation

  Networking events

  Outside Consulting
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IDEA TO IMPLEMENT BEST FIRST ACTION(S)

1

2

3

4

5

6

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

PERSONAL         PROFESSIONAL        FINANCIAL

Which idea on this page, if implemented, would have the
biggest positive impact on your business and/or life? #

BEST OF SESSION 3
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“You must get good at one of 
two things: sowing in the spring 

or begging in the fall. “

“

- JIM ROHN
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It is the job of Sales to help prospective new clients make an intelligent and and informed decision 
as to whether and how your business, its products or any of its services can help them improve 
their situation (i.e. make a “Profit”).

It is the job of Marketing to deliver the RIGHT KIND of prospective new (and repeat) clients, to the 
RIGHT PLACE, at the RIGHT TIME, in the RIGHT QUANTITY and ensure they arrive for their interview 
with the RIGHT EXPECTATIONS and in the RIGHT FRAME OF MIND.  

It is EQUALLY the job of Marketing to protect Sales, the Factory, People, your Physical Plant, the 
firm’s Metrics & Money and especially YOU from the WRONG KINDS of clients.  

If Marketing cannot do this, it has failed and must be corrected.

SESSION 4

MARKETING:

SALES:
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...If Marketing delivers TOO MANY of the 
wrong kinds of potential new clients to 
Sales?

...If Marketing deliver the right kinds of 
potential new clients but to the WRONG 
PLACE or at the WRONG TIME?

...If Marketing delivers the right kinds of 
potential new clients to the right place, 
at the right time, but with the WRONG 
EXPECTATIONS and/or in the WRONG 
FRAME OF MIND?

whaT happENS TO Each parT Of yOur 
buSiNESS if:

1
Marketing

2
Sales

3
Factory

4
People

5
Physical  

Plant

7
You

6
Money & 
Metrics
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MARKETING
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MARKETING

NET Income Goal:

GROSS Revenue Req:

Value Avg Case:

Net x 2= Gross
Gross / Avg Val= #Cases

How many cases does the firm need?

Cheat Sheet

Historical Conversion Rate:

How many PNC does marketing have to deliver?

Per Year:

Per Month:

Per Week:

MARKETING PLAN
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MARKETING: KNOW YOUR CLIENT

4 TYPES OF PERSPECTIVE NEW CLIENTS:

1. The True Believer

2. The Skeptic With Criteria

3. The Skeptic With No Criteria

4. The Naysayer
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MARKETING: KNOW YOUR CLIENT MARKETING: CLIENT GRADING SCALE

A

B

C

D

F

Types of cases we take

Types of cases we don’t take
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Have a problem or opportunity 
they don’t know about ($1MM+)

Know they have a problem or opportunity  
and are looking for a solution ($500K – $1MM)

They have a problem or opportunity and think  
you might be the solution ($250 – $500K)

They have a problem or opportunity that you can help 
them solve (0 – $250K)

MARKETING FUNNEL
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MARKETING: SAMPLE STRATEGIES
ExamplES: mONThly iNvESTmENT: 
Paper newsletter mailed every month for 12 months to: 500 former 
clients; 100 strategically-chosen potential referral sources; All 100 
current clients; and 300 prospective new clients we’ve met through 
networking, who requested it from the website, and just in our  
daily dealings.  

$2,500

Pursue relevant-industry speaking engagements $1,000
“Work” an industry networking event twice-a-month every month for  
12 months.  “Working” a networking event is not the same thing as  
just going there and socializing with a bunch of people you already  
know or just going there to try & meet everyone in the room.  The  
group must be chosen strategically, there must be an in-room  
strategy, and a follow-up strategy too.

$500

Begin experimenting-with and testing online ads $500
Maintain monthly file review & status-report procedures with all  
current clients. $500

Maintain Former Client Courtesy Check-in Procedure $500
Website strategy to build your list.  Meaning, your website should  
have a strategy that causes the right kinds of prospective clients 
to request more information if they’re not ready to shchedule an 
appointment right now.

$100

Interview potential referral sources and assemble your “Team 100” $100
Electronic version of paper newsletter emailed to all of the above  
PLUS 2,500 more potential new clients and referral sources who 
requested it via the website, social media, etc.

$100

Maintain Your Rainmaking Rolodex $25
Make 3 Referrals Per Week $0
Social Media Strategy $0

TOTal aNNual iNvESTmENT: $68,800
rOi: $400,000 (580%)

NOTE:  Do NOT try to implement most/all of this when your business is still only in Stage 1!!! 
Start with a few. Test. Refire. Test. 
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I CAN’T 
DO IT

I DON’T 
WANT TO 
DO IT

I AM  
DOING IT!
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Download the complimentary list at  
www.HowToMANAGEaSmallLawFirm.com/151Marketing

151 Things You Can 
Do To Market Your 
solo law firm
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SALES
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Money demands that you sell,
not your weakness to mens’ stupidity,
but your talent to their reason”“

“

- AYN RAND
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The term “profit,” as applied to a 

corporation, has a larger meaning than 

“dividends,” and covers benefits of any 

kind, the excess of value over cost, 

acquisition beyond expenditure, gain or 

advance. Booth v. Gross, Kelley & Co., 30 

N.M. 465, 238 P. 829, 831, 41 A.L.R. 868.

SOURCE: Blacks Law Dictionary 4th Ed. 

PROFIT
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Clients hire law firms to help 

them solve __________________________________

problems.  (yes, even 

“business” clients).
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How will the firm convert the required number of qualified clients 
or cases out of the total who are delivered by Marketing?

Where is the client TODAY in terms of: 

Their Time?

Their Money?

Their Reputation?

Where does the client WANT to be in terms of: 

Their Time?

Their Money?

Their Reputation?

What is likely to happen to the client if they attempt to maintain 
“the status quo” in terms of:

Their Time?

Their Money?

Their Reputation?

How Will Your Services Help The Client Create A “PROFIT”?

SalES
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Wherever we use our business as a 

vehicle to GET Love, Security and/

or  Self Esteem...that's the part of 

our business where we'll have the 

greatest problems.   

Wherever we use our business to 

GIVE Love, Security and preferably 

also Self Esteem... that's where 

our business will enjoy the greatest 

profits. 
- RJON ROBINS“

“
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Why Won't  
They Hire My 

Firm?!?!?

What part of solving their  

problem actually  

SCARES  
your client?
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What part of solving their  

problem actually  

SCARES  
your client?
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“You’re right.  This may not work”
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“ We cannot solve our problems with  
the same thinking we used when we 
created them.

- ALBERT EINSTEIN

THE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION

Why are you committed to making your law firm successful?

What got you here, will also keep you stuck here. 

What are you prepared to commit to do differently, to cause the effects you  
are after? 
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How is your life going to be TOMORROW if  
you don’t change the way your business is  
being run TODAY?

A) My life will be better

B) My life will be worse

C) My life will be exactly the same

BONUS: Please explain your asnwer:

MULTIPLE CHOICE
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NOTES
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THE 90-DAY RESULTS ACCELERATOR

STEP 1

MY BEST R.O.I. 90 DAY _____________________________  PROJECT:

How is accomplishing this going
to make your life better?
Personally, Professionally or Financially

What are the first 3 things that MUST get done in
order to accomplish your objective?

STEP 3

STEP 4

TOOLS

OTHER

RESOURCES
(PEOPLE, MONEY,

TIME)

A

B

C

What TOOLS, RESOURCES or other ASSISTANCE do you need to get these done?

1

2

3
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STEP 5

PEOPLE

PLACE

THINGS

READ/WATCH/LISTEN

OTHER

STEP 2

In what way(s) do you have to change your ENVIRONMENT in order to get this done?

How are you going to feel about yourself if you let something, someone, 
some fear or [enter excuse here] _______ stop you from getting this done?
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NOTES
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THE 90-DAY RESULTS ACCELERATOR

STEP 6
What ACTIONS are you going to commit to take in order to accomplish your outcomes? 

NAME                EMAIL      
PHONE      

ACTION STEPS 
List the actions, tasks or steps you’ll need to 

accomplish your outcomes

TIME 
How much time 
will you need?

MONEY  
How much money 

will you need?

WHO 
Who can help you 

get this done?

WHEN 
By what date will 
you get this done?

1

2

3
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NOTES








